PlanUW Processes
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Course Objectives

In this course, you will be introduced to the PlanUW process and how to perform budgeting
tasks within the PlanUW system.
 After completing this class, you will have learned:
The UW Budget
Process and
Timeline
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How to set up
your campus
User Variable

How to complete
budgeting tasks
in PlanUW

Before We Begin

This presentation has been designed with the expectations that End Users follow each
process on a step by step basis.
To provide support during and after the training, End Users will receive a Quick Reference
Guide as an instructional for each process End Users can execute in PlanUW.
IMPORTANT: When a slide contains this
on the bottom right section of the slide,
it means that the slide in question is referenced in the Quick Reference Guide in the page
number contained in the logo. Remember, you get to take the Quick Reference Guide with
you!
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UW Budget Process and Timeline
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Budgeting Process
Initial Set Up Process
· User preferences settings
· Setting Variables for End
Users Based on Campus

GLOBAL
FRINGE RATE

FRINGE RATE
CALCULATION

Global Fringe Rate
Push

Fringe Rate Calculation

Fringe Direct Input

Input Process
Review Process
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· The Global Fringe Rate is
executed before initiating
the process of Fringe Rate
Inputs
· This process can be
executed by:
a) Position
b) By Fund
c) Push to all departments.
It is important to remember
that users can change rates
by funds as necessary.

Input Process
Review Process
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· Fringe Rate Calculation
This process can be executed:
a) By a specific position
b) By all positions.
During this step the Trend and
PA Review process also can
be executed.

Budget Reports

Revenue Input

INPUT PROCESSES
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FRINGE RATE CALCULATION

USER SET UP

· Users have access to
setting their preferences
when accessing the
system
· Setting User variables
according to institutions.

GLOBAL FRINGE RATE
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Budget Review

Non Comp Input

Global Fringe Rates must be set before executing the process of
Fringe Rate Calculation.
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Review Salary Data

Input Process
Review Process

A) By position
B) By all Positions

A) By Position
B) By Fund
C) Push to Departments

REVIEW PROCESSES

INPUT PROCESSES
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During the Input Process steps
the user can execute:
· Fringe Direct Input
The presentation will
demonstrate the input and
review process for this process
· Non Comp Input
The presentation will
demonstrate the input and
review process for this process
· Revenue Input
The presentation will
demonstrate the input and
review process for this process

REVIEW PROCESSES

USER SET UP

The Review Processes step
focuses on processes that
allow the user to review:
· Salary & Wage – (Salary
information comes from
CAT.)
· Budget Data
· Budget Reports

Accessing PlanUW
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Accessing PlanUW
PlanUW is a cloud-based and can be accessed via any computer with internet access.
PlanUW is supported by any browser. Out of the browsers shown, we recommend Mozilla Firefox:

Microsoft Edge
v.12

Internet
Explorer
v.11.x

Mozilla
Firefox
v.38+

Google
Chrome
v.42+

Apple Safari
v.8.x and v.7.x

Firefox is the recommended browser
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Logging Into PlanUW & The PlanUW Homepage
PlanUW is UW Single Sign On enabled. To log into PlanUW :
https://planning-a573344.pbcs.us6.oraclecloud.com/workspace
1.Click on Company Sign In. This will bring the UW Page
2.Enter your UW credentials and click Sign In
3.You will be logged on via Single Sign On by using your Net ID and
Password

Once logged in, the PlanUW Home Page is displayed.
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Logging Into PlanUW & The PlanUW Homepage
Some users may see the following screen after logging in. This does not mean that the user entered incorrect credentials.
This is a known issue with PlanUW.
To by-pass this screen, simply refresh the page and the home page should display after the page reloads.
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The PlanUW Homepage
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The PlanUW Homepage
Navigator

Activity
Pane

Navigation
Flows

The PlanUW Home Page
consists of three main regions:
• Navigator
• Activity Pane
• Navigation Flows
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The PlanUW Homepage

Navigation Flows are a grouping of
related content such as forms and reports
which support the completion of a
particular business process.
• The navigation flows provide you with a
very simple and streamlined outline
and order to each step in the budgeting
process.
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The PlanUW Homepage
The Navigator shows all forms,
tools, and preferences available
within PlanUW.
• While you have access to
Navigator, it is recommend you
use the navigation flows to carry
out all budgeting tasks.
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The PlanUW Homepage

The Activity Pane shows a
list of recent activity and
favorited objects.
Objects can be selected as
favorites for easy access by
clicking on the

14
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The PlanUW Homepage

Home

Home

You may return to the home page
by:

• Clicking the

logo

• Clicking Home

You will use the Home / PlanUW logo often!
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Setting User Variables
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Setting User Variables in Annual Budgeting Process

USER SET UP
Initial Set Up Process
· User preferences settings
· Setting Variables for End
Users Based on Campus

GLOBAL
FRINGE RATE

FRINGE RATE
CALCULATION

Global Fringe Rate
Push

Fringe Rate Calculation

A) By Position
B) By Fund
C) Push to Departments

A) By position
B) By all Positions

Global Fringe Rates must be set before executing the process of
Fringe Rate Calculation.
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INPUT PROCESSES
Fringe Direct Input
Input Process
Review Process

Non Comp Input

REVIEW PROCESSES
Review Salary Data
Budget Review

Input Process
Review Process

Revenue Input
Input Process
Review Process

Budget Reports

Setting User Variables
End Users and Power Users have to set User
Variables according to their institutions. Setting User
Variables is a key step in ensuring that the user
filters access to campus exclusive data.
To access Preferences:
1. Click the Tools cluster
2. Select the User Preferences card

NOTE: User variables only need to be set
once, but they can be changed at any
time. Since we are in “test” you will need
to do this in production by following the
same steps.
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Setting User Variables – Display Setting
Under Display, End Users will be able to update their Number Formatting settings.
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Setting User Variables – End Users

Member
Selectors

Members can be selected for each dimension by clicking Member
Selector
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When setting User Variables, you only
need to select a member for the
Organization dimension. Do not edit any of
the other dimensions.

Selecting Members
Members can be selected in two ways
from the Member Selection window:
• Search Bar
• Hierarchy

Search Bar

When selecting members through a
Hierarchy, drill into a member by
clicking
To select a member, click Add
• Note that you are only able to
select one member at a time
If the member selected does not
appear on the User Variables
selected, the next slide will explain
the next steps.
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Select

Hierarchy

Selecting Members - Before Continuing
If you are not able to select a specific member, in
this example “CHANCELOR – Chancellor’s
Office”, PlanUW lets you click the member, the
blue check box confirms the selection, and then
they can click OK. However, the selection does
not actually get set as the “User Institution”.
A work around for this is to type the member
name directly into the box.

Did not update with
new selection
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Budget Tasks in PlanUW
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PlanUW Tasks and Processes
Moving forward, this presentation will cover on a step-by-step basis, the “how” to complete normal tasks in the
PlanUW system. Each process will be accompanied with the Quick Reference Guide book.
The processes we will focus on are as follows:
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Input Non Comp Data *Entry*
Reviewing Non Comp Data
Input Revenue Data *Entry*
Reviewing Revenue Data
Reviewing Salary Data
Calculating Fringe Using Rates Review

 Reviewing and Adjusting Fringe Data *Entry*
 Reviewing Planning Allocation Data
 Budget Review

Input Non Compensation Data
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Non Comp Input Process in Annual Budgeting Process

USER SET UP
Initial Set Up Process
· User preferences settings
· Setting Variables for End
Users Based on Campus

GLOBAL
FRINGE RATE

FRINGE RATE
CALCULATION

Global Fringe Rate
Push

Fringe Rate Calculation

A) By Position
B) By Fund
C) Push to Departments

A) By position
B) By all Positions

Global Fringe Rates must be set before executing the process of
Fringe Rate Calculation.
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INPUT PROCESSES
Fringe Direct Input
Input Process
Review Process

Non Comp Input

REVIEW PROCESSES
Review Salary Data
Budget Review

Input Process
Review Process

Revenue Input
Input Process
Review Process

Budget Reports

Non Compensation Input Process
A few things to consider before beginning the Non Compensation Input
process:
• This input process can take place at all three levels, however we are
only using Level 1 entry at UW-Madison for the FY20 budget
process.
• Input of budget data can take place in any of the following web forms:
• By Department *
• By Program
• By Department & Program *
• By Project
• By Proj, Dept, and Prgm
• This presentation will cover the Non Compensation Input process at
Level 1 and will focus on exercises in the (*) items above.
• To enter in a project budget you need to use either the “By Project” or
the “By Proj, Dept, and Prgm” web forms.
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INPUT PROCESSES
Fringe Direct Input
Input Process
Review Process

Non Comp Input
Input Process
Review Process

Revenue Input
Input Process
Review Process

Non Comp Input Process – [L1] – By Department

To begin the input process for Non Comp:
1. Click the Non-Compensation tile to open the
spreadsheet.
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But First – Some Navigation Help
The next few slides will help you better understand how to navigate inside of the application.
The area’s we’ll cover are:
• Form Layout
• Navigation Toolbar
• Instructions
• Point of View
• Editing the Point of View – Using different methods
• Understanding that we need to be in Level1
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Form Layout

Forms in PlanUW have a similar structure: Navigation
Toolbar, Rows, Columns, Point of View (POV), Data
Entry Area

Navigation Toolbar

Columns

Point of
View
Rows

Data
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Navigation Toolbar

Navigation Toolbar

When a form is opened, the navigation toolbar is displayed above the form. The navigation
toolbar allows you to navigate to the other cards in that cluster.
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Instructions
Instructions

If the form has additional information, Click Instructions
information and instructions
on the form. Note – we are not initially using this feature but can do so if there is value for
end users.
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Point of View
Point of View

The Point of View (POV) defines the section of data in the PlanUW database you are viewing. You select the desired members
for each dimension to determine the context for the pages, rows, and columns.
• There are two ways of changing the POV: By clicking on the Pencil, or by clicking directly in the POV link.
The default Organization in the POV is defined by the user variables you set.
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Editing the Point of View – Using the Pencil
Edit Members

One way to edit the POV, is by clicking on the click Pencil (Edit Members)
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Editing the Point of View – Using the Pencil

Dropdown

The Edit Members window is displayed.
To select different members for the dimension, click the dropdown
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next to each dimension.

Editing the Point of View – Using the Pencil

Available
Members

Select the desired member from the list of available members. Note – not all members (in this
case fund) are displayed in the above screen shot due to space however you can access all
funds in the application.
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Editing the Point of View – Using the Pencil

Apply

Once the desired member is selected, click Apply.
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Editing the Point of View – Using the Pencil
Fund has changed

Once you click on Apply, you will see the change occur in the Point of View. In this case
Fund has been adjusted to 131.
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Editing the Point of View – Clicking the POV

To edit using the POV, click on one of the members in the POV. In the above example Fund,
Program or Project are selectable. For this example we’ll use Fund.
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Editing the Point of View – Clicking the POV

Hierarchy

You can use the Search Bar or Hierarchy to find you desired member.
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Editing the Point of View – Clicking the POV

Example of using Search Bar to select Fund 101, then click “OK” to execute.
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Editing the Point of View – Clicking the POV

Example of using Hierarchy to select Fund 101, then click “OK” to execute.
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Editing the Point of View – Clicking the POV
#1
#2

Regardless of method note the following two items to confirm you’re selection is set (#1) Choice shows up
under Fund and (#2) Check mark by the fund you selected
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Editing the Point of View – Clicking the POV
Arrow

The updated POV should reflect highlighted in yellow. If correct, click on the right arrow to execute the POV change.
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Editing the Point of View – Clicking the POV
Arrow

After clicking the arrow, you should see the proper selection showing on the web form.
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Level Entry – We Are Using Level 1

Reminder – we are using Level 1 for our Non-Compensation and Revenue entry in PlanUW. You want to make sure
that you are in Level 1 while you are entering data.
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Entering Data

White
Grey
Yellow

Cell colors indicate the cell’s status:
• White: default; data can be entered in these cells
• Yellow: ”dirty” cells, whose values changed but are not yet saved
• Grey: read-only cells
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Saving Forms

Save

To save a form, click Save.
NOTE: You will not receive any error or message if you leave the form without saving your data.
Any data entered without saving will be lost.
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Saving Forms

An information box will display indicating that the data has been successfully saved and that
the data has been “pushed” to the database.
If a business rule is ran, a notification will also be displayed in this information window.
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And now its time to enter data!
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Non Comp Input Process – [L1] – By Department

4
2

1

3

By default, the form will open on Level 1 and By Department. To edit, click on either the POV or the Pencil button (shown
above):
1. Select the Fund
2. Program
3. Project with prior year data.
4. Click on Apply once done.
*Note – if you have multiple people attending training please choose different funds/program/project combination if possible
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Non Comp Input Process – [L1] – By Department
4

2

3

1

1. Ensure that the correct budget accounts are displayed.
2. Confirm that the current year (2018 - 2019) is read-only (Grey)
3. The next fiscal year budget and comment columns should be available for input. Enter in a simple dollar amount into
one of the available intersections (note – please choose a different intersection than your colleagues attending training).
Enter data, and click Enter once done. This should turn the cells yellow.
4. Click Save once done.
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Quick Check
Did you see this and this?

Successful Save

Input cell turned from yellow to white
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Reviewing Non Compensation Data
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Reviewing Non Comp Data

The last three tabs offer the option to conduct reviews from different perspectives:
1. Input Review *note that this form offers the ability to enter and review*
2. Trend Review
3. PA Review level
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Reviewing Non Comp Data – Input Review
The Input Review form is a hybrid form that allows for review and data entry. This form allows you to see prior year actuals for
specific Department – Fund – Program – Project combinations and enter data at the Level 1 budget accounts.
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Reviewing Non Comp Data – Input Review
1

2

3

1. Actual data (FY17, FY18, FY19 YTD)
2. FY19 Redbook (Major Class)
3. FY20 Budget Entry Data – this will show any values entered from any of the
previous web forms. You also have the opportunity to adjust and/or input budget
at Level 1 budget accounts inside of this form.
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Reviewing Non Comp Data – Input Review
2

1

As mentioned in a previous slide, you can also use the Input Review tab to enter in budget data inside Level 1 budget
accounts. To do so:
1. Make a change to any data within an editable cell
2. Save data.
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Reviewing Non Comp Data – Input Review

You can see the adjustments are now reflected in the Level 1 budget account (Maint & Repairs PlanUW) and Major Class
(Supplies and Expenses)
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Reviewing Non Comp Data – Trend Review
To conduct a Trend Review, click on the Trend Review tab.
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Reviewing Non Comp Data – Trend Review
A summary of the data that is available in the Trend Review:
1. Actual data.
4. FY20 Working Budget (shows info from data forms/CAT)
2. View the current fiscal year's Redbook Budget
5. Validate the Working vs. Redbook Budget Variance
3. View the current fiscal year's Revised Budget (not yet loaded)

1
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2

3

4

5

Reviewing Non Comp Data – Trend Review
The Trend Review provides multiple ways to review actuals and budget data. You are able to drill into the different categories
to expose the different levels of Revenue and Expenditure. You can expose lower levels of data by clicking on the “+” and
bring them back up by clicking on the “-” once exposed.
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Reviewing Non Comp Data – Trend Review
You can see the expansion of data in the below screen. You can continue to drill into the data until you get to the account code
level or roll back up by clicking on the “-”
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Reviewing Non Comp Data – Trend Review
The Trend Review form also allows you the ability to aggregate the data at different the Department, Fund, and Project levels
by altering the POV. As an example, you can look at data for all Division 01, All Funds (Fund Total), and All Project and NonProject data (Madison Project Total):
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Reviewing Non Comp Data – Planning Allocation
You also can access the PA Review inside of the Non-Compensation card. The goal of this form is to mirror the functionality of
the Planning Allocation – Budget Allocation vs. Budget Request Report (Allocated vs. Budgeted). Select the Department, Fund,
and Project combination you wish to view on the PA Dashboard, and click the right arrow in the right hand corner to submit your
selections. Departments are mainly setup at the Division level (e.g. 53), there are some Division – Department groupings that
align with normal check out procedures (e.g. 0110 shown below).
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Reviewing Non Comp Data – Planning Allocation
Use the form on the left hand side of the dashboard to view the working Budget, data loaded from the Planning Allocation tool,
and the variance by Salary, Fringe, and Non Compensation Expenditures. This also includes FTE.
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Reviewing Non Comp Data – Planning Allocation
Use the form on the right hand side of the dashboard to view the working Budget, data loaded from the Planning Allocation tool,
and the variance for Total Expenditures by Program.
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Non Comp Input Process – [L1] – By Program
For Non Comp Inputs By Program, navigate to the By Program Form. In this form Program is moved from the POV into a
the form and Department is moved from the form into the POV.

Note that the entries from the previous example “By Department” are showing here. Data entries that are
made inside of the same intersection (Department, Fund, Program, Project) will show up inside of that
same intersection inside of any of the data entry web forms.
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Non Comp Input Process – [L1] – By Program
Other than the move of Program to the form and Department to the POV the process of budgeting By Program follows the
same steps as the budgeting by Department form.

1

3

2
1.

Select the Department, Fund and Project combination you want to budget to using either the Point of View (POV) OR
the Pencil.
Input budget data
Save Data

2.
3.
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Non Comp Input Process – [L1] – By Department & Program
For Non Comp Inputs By Department and Program, navigate to the By Department and Program Form. This brings
Department and Program from the POV into the form. This form minimizes POV selections and moves to a scroll down
approach.
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Non Comp Input Process – [L1] – By Department & Program
Other than the move of Department and Program to the form the process of budgeting “By Department and Program” follows
the same steps as the previous forms.

1
3
2

1.

Select the Department, Fund and Project combination you want to budget to using either the Point of View (POV) OR
the Pencil.
Input budget data
Save Data

2.
3.
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Non Comp Input Process – [L1] – By Department & Program

In class exercise:
Using the By Department & Program form enter and save
budget data for a (or multiple) intersections in your division.
Use figures that are easy to remember/add.

Walk through the Input Review, Trend Review and PA
Review forms and find the data in each.
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Non Comp Input Process – [L1] – By Project
For Non Comp Inputs By Project, navigate to the By Project form. This brings Project into the form and out of the POV. As
a reminder only projects that have been loaded to PlanUW will be available for budgeting. If you would like a project added
please send a request with the project ID to PlanUW-MSN-MBO@vc.wisc.edu.
“No Projects Madison” is where data that is not associated with a project inside of PlanUW is tied to. This grouping would
include any historical actuals that are (a) not on a project or (b) on a project that is not loaded to PlanUW.
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Non Comp Input Process – [L1] – By Project
Other than the move of Project to the form the process of budgeting “By Project” follows the same steps as the previous forms.

1
3

2

1.

Select the Department, Fund and Program combination you want to budget to using either the Point of View (POV) OR
the Pencil.
Input budget data
Save Data

2.
3.
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Non Comp Input Process – [L1] – By Project
One reminder, when reviewing data for project entries you’ll need to adjust the POV accordingly. If you want to see only the
project information you’ll need to select the specific project. Here is an example inside of the Input Review. You’d follow this
same process inside of Trend Review:
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Non Comp Input Process – [L1] – By Project
Selecting a project in the Input Review POV
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Non Comp Input Process – [L1] – By Project
Results
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Non Comp Input Process – [L1] – By Proj, Dept and Prgm
For Non Comp Inputs By Proj, Dept, and Prgm navigate to the By Proj, Dept and Prgm Form. This form brings Project,
Department and Program from the POV into the form. This form minimizes POV selections and moves to a scroll through
approach.
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Non Comp Input Process – [L1] – By Proj, Dept and Prgm
The process of budgeting “By Pror, Dept, and Prgm” follows the same steps as the previous forms.

1
3
2

1.
2.
3.

Select the Fund you want to budget to using either the Point of View (POV) OR the Pencil.
Input budget data
Save Data
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Non Comp Input Process

What areas are unclear or could use further explanation?

Are there any exercises you’d like to walk through as a
group or individually?
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What if a DeptID, Budget Account or Project I need isn’t present?
The PlanUW application is setup to suppress intersections that do not have prior actuals. This
means if there are new DeptID’s and/or projects that are in WISDM but have not been used
they will not be initially viewable inside of the application. This also means that budget
accounts that don’t have prior actuals will not be exposed initially on the web forms.
We are working with Huron to determine how to expose this information for new Divisions or
large changes to DeptID structure. The more likely scenario end users may run into is moving
to a new budget account that has not been used in the past due a change in operations or the
addition of a new project.
We will walk through two examples of adding a new budget accounts. The first will add a
budget account to an existing – DeptID-Fund-Program combination. The second will add a
new budget account to a DeptID-Fund-Program combination with not historical actuals. We
will also show you how to remove opened budget accounts in the event you don’t want the
entire group displayed.
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Non Comp Input Process – [L1] - Inserting a Wedge Scenario 1
Scenario 1: You are planning to budget to a new budget account inside of an existing DeptID – Fund – Program
combination that has not historically had actuals.
In this example I’m going to use 011000, and add in a “Maint & Repairs PlanUW” account which you can see from the
below screen shot is not present.
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Non Comp Input Process – [L1] - Inserting a Wedge Scenario 1
1.
2.

3.
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Click on the down carrot in
one of the budget accounts
Select budget category, in
this case “Maint & Repairs
PlanUW
You will see the category
you selected appear to over
right the other category, in
this case Misc. Expense
PlanUW. However once,
you input an amount into the
new account and click save,
the old account will
reappears (see #4)

Non Comp Input Process – [L1] - Inserting a Wedge Scenario 2
Scenario 2: You are planning to budget to a new DeptID – Fund – Program – Project that has no prior actuals. For this
example we’ll use a new program code.
In this example I’m going to use 011000, and add in Level 1 Non-Compensation budget accounts for Program Code 5
which you can see from the below screen shot is not present.
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Non Comp Input Process – [L1] - Inserting a Wedge Scenario 2

To Open Budget Accounts go to Actions and select Open Budget Accounts
.
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Non Comp Input Process – [L1] - Inserting a Wedge Scenario 2
1.

2.

3.
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Inside of the
Insert_Wedge_NonComp1_L1 area
you need to select department by
clicking on the
Once that is done you’ll see the
familiar “Select a Member” area
where you can get to your
department by using the search or
hierarchy approach.
Once you have selected your
department click “OK”

Non Comp Input Process – [L1] - Inserting a Wedge Scenario 2
1.

You should see you department
populated and can then click
Launch.

2.

You should then see an Information
notification that the insert was
successful and also now see all of
the available Non-Compensation
categories available for budget

Note – you can follow the same process
for opening Revenue budget accounts
as well inside of the Revenue section.
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Non Comp Input Process – [L1] – Removing Open Budget Accounts

In the event you had to open
all budget accounts but only
needed to budget to a few you
can remove the accounts not
used by using the following
approach.
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Non Comp Input Process – [L1] – Removing Open Budget Accounts

All Budget Accounts may not
be used once they are
opened. To improve visibility
on a form the budget
accounts that are not used
can be removed. In the
Actions drop down on the
form select Remove Opened
Budget Accounts.
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Non Comp Input Process – [L1] – Removing Open Budget Accounts

Under the Actions area, select Remove Opened Budget Accounts.
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Non Comp Input Process – [L1] – Removing Open Budget Accounts
You will go through the same sequence that you did to add budget accounts by selecting the department and clicking “Launch”

Result:
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Adding / Removing Budget Accounts

What areas are unclear or could use further explanation?

Are there any exercises you’d like to walk through as a
group or individually?
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Input Revenue Data
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Input Revenue Data in Annual Budgeting Process

USER SET UP
Initial Set Up Process
· User preferences settings
· Setting Variables for End
Users Based on Campus

GLOBAL
FRINGE RATE

FRINGE RATE
CALCULATION

Global Fringe Rate
Push

Fringe Rate Calculation

A) By Position
B) By Fund
C) Push to Departments

A) By position
B) By all Positions

Global Fringe Rates must be set before executing the process of
Fringe Rate Calculation.
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INPUT PROCESSES
Fringe Direct Input
Input Process
Review Process

Non Comp Input

REVIEW PROCESSES
Review Salary Data
Budget Review

Input Process
Review Process

Revenue Input
Input Process
Review Process

Budget Reports

Revenue Input Process
A few things to consider before beginning the Revenue Input process:
• This input process can take place at all three levels, however we
are only using Level 1 entry at UW-Madison for the FY20 budget
process.
• Input of budget data can take place in any of the following web
forms:
• By Department *
• By Program
• By Department & Program
• By Project
• By Proj, Dept, and Prgm
• This presentation will cover the Revenue Input process at Level 1
and will focus on exercises in the (*) items above.
• To enter in a project budget you need to use either the “By Project”
or the “By Proj, Dept, and Prgm” web forms.
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Revenue Input Process

To begin the input process for Revenue:
1. Click the Revenue tile to open the
spreadsheet.
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Revenue – [L1] – By Department
For Revenue Inputs By Department, navigate to the By Department form. The form will automatically display data By
Department. As in previous steps, select a Fund, Program, and Project that has prior year actual data.
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Revenue – [L1] – By Department
The process of budgeting Revenue By Department follows the same steps as you worked through in the Non-Compensation
section.

1
3
2
1.
2.
3.

Select the Department, Fund and Project combination you want to budget to using either the Point of View (POV) OR
the Pencil.
Input budget data
Save Data
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Reviewing Revenue Data
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Revenue – Input Review and Trend Review
The review of Revenue data follows the same approach as Non Compensation.
The Input Review allows you to review and enter data. The Trend Review allows
you to view data at different aggregation levels. You are not able to enter data in
the Trend Review section.
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Reviewing Revenue Data – Input Review
The Input Review form is a hybrid form that allows for review and data entry. This form allows you to see prior year actuals for
specific Department – Fund – Program – Project combinations and enter data at the Level 1 budget accounts. You can adjust
the POV to see different intersections and also enter in budget data in the level 1 accounts.
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Reviewing Revenue Data – Trend Review
The Trend Review in the Revenue section functions in the exact same manner as our review of this functionality in the Non
Compensation section. You have the ability to review data (but not enter) by selecting your preferred Department – Fund –
Project settings.
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Revenue – [L1] – By Department

In class exercise:
Using the By Department Revenue form enter and save
budget data for a (or multiple) intersections in your division.
Use figures that are easy to remember/add.

Walk through the Input Review and Trend Review forms
and find the data in each.
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Revenue Input Process – [L1] – By Program
For Revenue Inputs By Program, navigate to the By Program Form. In this form Program is moved from the POV into a the
form and Department is moved from the form into the POV.

Note that the entries from the previous example “By Department” are showing here. Data entries that are
made inside of the same intersection (Department, Fund, Program, Project) will show up inside of that
same intersection inside of any of the data entry web forms.
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Revenue Input Process – [L1] – By Program
Other than the move of Program to the form and Department to the POV the process of budgeting By Program follows the
same steps as the budgeting by Department form.

1

3
2

1.
2.
3.

Select the Department, Fund and Project combination you want to budget to using either the Point of View (POV) OR
the Pencil.
Input budget data
Save Data
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Revenue Input Process – [L1] – By Department & Program
For Revenue Inputs By Department and Program, navigate to the By Department and Program Form. This brings
Department and Program from the POV into the form. This form minimizes POV selections and moves to a scroll down
approach.
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Revenue Input Process – [L1] – By Department & Program
Other than the move of Department and Program to the form the process of budgeting “By Department and Program” follows
the same steps as the previous forms.

1
3

2
1.
2.
3.

Select the Department, Fund and Project combination you want to budget to using either the Point of View (POV) OR
the Pencil.
Input budget data
Save Data
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Revenue Input Process – [L1] – By Project
For Revenue Inputs By Project, navigate to the By Project form. This brings Project into the form and out of the POV. As a
reminder only projects that have been loaded to PlanUW will be available for budgeting. If you would like a project added
please send a request with the project ID to PlanUW-MSN-MBO@vc.wisc.edu.
“No Projects Madison” is where data that is not associated with a project inside of PlanUW is tied to. This grouping would
include any historical actuals that are (a) not on a project or (b) on a project that is not loaded to PlanUW.
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Non Comp Input Process – [L1] – By Project
Other than the move of Project to the form the process of budgeting “By Project” follows the same steps as the previous forms.

1
3
2

1.
2.
3.

Select the Department, Fund and Program combination you want to budget to using either the Point of View (POV) OR
the Pencil.
Input budget data
Save Data
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Revenue Input Process – [L1] – By Proj, Dept and Prgm
For Revenue Inputs By Proj, Dept, and Prgm navigate to the By Proj, Dept and Prgm Form. This form brings Project,
Department and Program from the POV into the form. This form minimizes POV selections and moves to a scroll through
approach.
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Revenue Input Process – [L1] – By Proj, Dept and Prgm
The process of budgeting “By Pror, Dept, and Prgm” follows the same steps as the previous forms.

1

2

1.
2.
3.

Select the Fund you want to budget to using either the Point of View (POV) OR the Pencil.
Input budget data
Save Data
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3

Revenue – [L1] – Web Forms

In class exercise:
Choose any of the entry form types (other than By
Department) and walk through an entry (entries).
Confirm the data inside of the Input Review and Trend
Review forms.
Please ask for help if needed.
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Knowledge Check – Revenue
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Salary & Wage Review
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Reviewing Salary Data in Annual Budgeting Process

USER SET UP
Initial Set Up Process
· User preferences settings
· Setting Variables for End
Users Based on Campus

GLOBAL
FRINGE RATE

FRINGE RATE
CALCULATION

Global Fringe Rate
Push

Fringe Rate Calculation

A) By Position
B) By Fund
C) Push to Departments

A) By position
B) By all Positions

Global Fringe Rates must be set before executing the process of
Fringe Rate Calculation.
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INPUT PROCESSES
Fringe Direct Input
Input Process
Review Process

Non Comp Input

REVIEW PROCESSES
Review Salary Data
Budget Review

Input Process
Review Process

Revenue Input
Input Process
Review Process

Budget Reports

Review Salary Data
To begin the salary data review process:
1. Click the Salary, Wages and Fringe tile to
open the cluster
2. Click on the Salary and Fringe Review to
open the form.
This process will open the Review Salary Data
form.
Before starting, remember that all salary data
in PlanUW is for review only. If this information
needs to be changed, it needs to take place
directly in CAT.
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Review Salary Data
2

1

Since this is only a review form, the cells should be grey and you should not be able to input data.
1. When the form opens, this is a good opportunity to ensure that the columns contain the information needed.
2. The Point of View section can be changed to the Department Total, Fund Total, Program Total, and No Project
member for your institution.
NOTE: The cells should be gray since no input should be available in a review form.
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Review Salary Data
Start by selecting a department where data is available for review (Insert dept) to complete the steps described in the previous
slide. Also, and for practices purpose, continue to select a department where data is not available (Insert dept). This will
demonstrated how the form appears without data.

(Insert dept) – Contains Data
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(Insert dept) – Does Not Contain Data

Knowledge Check – Salary Review
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Input Fringe Rates
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Input Fringe Rates in Annual Budgeting Process

USER SET UP
Initial Set Up Process
· User preferences settings
· Setting Variables for End
Users Based on Campus

GLOBAL
FRINGE RATE

FRINGE RATE
CALCULATION

Global Fringe Rate
Push

Fringe Rate Calculation

A) By Position
B) By Fund
C) Push to Departments

A) By position
B) By all Positions

Global Fringe Rates must be set before executing the process of
Fringe Rate Calculation.
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INPUT PROCESSES
Fringe Direct Input
Input Process
Review Process

Non Comp Input

REVIEW PROCESSES
Review Salary Data
Budget Review

Input Process
Review Process

Revenue Input
Input Process
Review Process

Budget Reports

Before We Start This Process
A few things to consider before beginning the process of Inputting Fringe Rates:
• Campuses in the WEST, SO, and NE regions need to set user variables. This excludes the Madison and Milwaukee campuses.
• Power and ADMIN Users need to set and push Global Fringe Rates before starting the input process.
• Once Global Fringe Rates have set, the user can continue to Calculate Fringe by Rate AND/OR continue to Input Fringe
Directly.
• The Calculating Fringe Using Rates process can be accomplished by following two options:
• By entering and reviewing data by Individual Staff Position Form
• By entering and reviewing data by All Staff Position Form
• Both options follow the same steps in the process.

GLOBAL
FRINGE RATE

FRINGE RATE
CALCULATION

Global Fringe Rate
Push

Fringe Rate Calculation

A) By Position
B) By Fund
C) Push to Departments

A) By position
B) By all Positions

Global Fringe Rates must be set before executing the process of
Fringe Rate Calculation.
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Input Fringe Rates
The Input Fringe rates process differs between two
groups.
• Due to campus size, the first group is comprised of
the Madison and Milwaukee campuses
• The second group contains the rest of the
campuses. These campuses will have to set their
User Variables before beginning.
To begin the process of fringe rates input:
1. Click the Salary, Wages and Fringe cluster to
open the drop down,
2. Click on the Fringe Rate Calculation tile to
open the page.
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Calculate Fringe Using Rates
Navigate to the second vertical tab "Fringe Rate Adj and Review“ and
open the Faculty/Academic Fringe
Adjustment Form.

1

To continue, you can input fringe rates using two options:
1. By entering and reviewing data by Individual Staff Position Form (We are using this option moving forward as an
example)
2. By entering and reviewing data by All Staff Position Form.
2
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Fringe Calculation Nightly Automated Process

The process of Fringe Calculation is an automated nightly process. It is very possible that users will not be able to see
updated Fringe Rate data calculated until the automated process happens that night.
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Calculate Fringe Using Rates
To validate rates:
1. Enter the desired Fund, Program, and Project
2. Once displayed, this is a good opportunity to ensure that the Point of View information is correct (the rates are
correct at this fund, program, and project level.)

1

2
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Calculate Fringe Using Rates
To adjust rates Fringe rates by Department:
1. Enter the rate in the appropriate department by using decimal points for percentage (Example: .18 = 18%)
2. Once all rates have been entered, click Save.
3. Click OK on the pop-up confirmation of the changes made.
2

1

3
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Calculate Fringe Using Rates
1. Verify that the fringe rates saved in the previous step are correct.
2. If adjustments are needed, enter them in the Adjustment column. This adjustment will be added to the calculated
total. If you are planning to use an adjustment on top of the fringe rate calculation you may want to consider
changing the rate to 0% and then using
3. Click Save
3

2
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1

Calculate Fringe Using Rates
If whole number adjustment was required, confirm/validate the Position Fringe amounts, and Adjusted Fringe Rates are
correct.
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Calculate Fringe Using Rates Review
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Calculate Fringe Using Rates - Review
To conduct a review of the calculation of fringe using rates:
Go to the third vertical tab
"Consolidated Review".
Choose a Department, Fund,
Project to review. This can be
done at rollups such as a
Division or all Aux funds, or
more granularly at sub
departments and the 3 digit
fund codes.
Validate the aggregated
Fringe amounts you
calculated are correct, and
other data as applicable.
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Fringe Rate Adjustment – Exercise

In class exercise:
Practice adjusting a fringe rate for a Fund – Program – Project
(if applicable) combination.
Practice making an adjustment to the dollar amount of the
calculation.
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Budget Review
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Budget Review in Annual Budgeting Process

USER SET UP
Initial Set Up Process
· User preferences settings
· Setting Variables for End
Users Based on Campus

GLOBAL
FRINGE RATE

FRINGE RATE
CALCULATION

Global Fringe Rate
Push

Fringe Rate Calculation

A) By Position
B) By Fund
C) Push to Departments

A) By position
B) By all Positions

Global Fringe Rates must be set before executing the process of
Fringe Rate Calculation.
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INPUT PROCESSES
Fringe Direct Input
Input Process
Review Process

Non Comp Input

REVIEW PROCESSES
Review Salary Data
Budget Review

Input Process
Review Process

Revenue Input
Input Process
Review Process

Budget Reports

Budget Review – Before We Begin
The process of budget review section contains the instructions to conduct budget reviews for:







Trend Reviews
PA Reviews
Review by Fund
Fringe Budget by Departments
How to Modify Data in Input Forms
How to View Variances
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Budget Review

All budget review processes will begin at the
Budget Review tile.
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Budget Review– Trend Review
Select Trend Review from the top menu. Continue to update the Department following the steps already mentioned.

Any member with a
symbol on it
is "drillable" in any of the forms
within PlanUW. Click on this symbol
to expand the members that rollup
to the parent member as applicable
for your budget review.
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Budget Review– Trend Review
1

2

1. View the Actual data
2. View the current fiscal year's
Redbook Budget
In the first year, the current fiscal
year's Budget will only exist at the
Major Class level due to the level of
detail required in 3270. However,
this budget will exist at whatever
level was used to budget in the
prior year in PlanUW
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Budget Review– Trend Review
3

4

3. View the current fiscal year’s
Revised Budget.
The Revised Budget will be the
Redbook Budget (or budget
developed in PlanUW going
forward) + or - the Budget transfers
loaded from SFS.

4. Validate the budget from
previous inputs.
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Budget Review– Trend Review
Review the Working vs. Redbook Budget Variance is calculated correctly
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Budget Review – PA Review
To continue to conduct a Planning Allocation review, click on the PA Review tab on the top menu.
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Budget Review – PA Review
Select the Department, Fund, and Project combination you wish to view on the PA Dashboard, and click the right arrow in the
right hand corner to submit your selections
Only Madison and Milwaukee have
planning allocation data at the
Division/Department level.
All other Institutions will only be able
to select their Total University from the
page dropdown.
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Budget Review – PA Review
Use the form on the left hand side of the dashboard to view the working Budget, data loaded from the Planning Allocation tool,
and the variance by Salary, Fringe, and Non Compensation Expenditures.
For Institutions in the NE, South, and
West Pods, this webform may not be
applicable if you do not allocate Total
Expenditures to the Salary, Fringe, and
Non Compensation Expenditures

For Madison and Milwaukee - Major
Class Non Compensation Expenditure
Categories in this form are only applicable
for the working budget, as data is loaded
at the Total Non Compensation
Expenditure level from the Planning
Allocation Tool.
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Budget Review – PA Review
Use the form on the right hand side of the dashboard to view the working Budget, data loaded from the Planning Allocation
tool, and the variance for Total Expenditures by Program.
Institutions in the NE, South, and West
Pods will be able to drill into Total
Expenditures to view Salary Data by
Position and NonComp data by Major
Class.
Madison and Milwaukee will only have
their data available at the Total
Expenditure level. This is based on the
data available from the Planning
Allocation Tool.
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Budget Review – Review by Fund
Use the form on the right hand side of the dashboard to view the working Budget, data loaded from the Planning Allocation
tool, and the variance for Total Expenditures by Program.
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Budget Review – Review by Fund
Choose a parent level Department, and Project. View the current fiscal year (FY19) Redbook Budget.

All descendants of your User Institution,
and All Projects are available in the page
dropdown.

In the first year, the current fiscal
year's Budget will only exist at the
Major Class level due to the level of
detail required in 3270. However,
going forward this budget will exist at
whatever level was used to budget in
the prior year in PlanUW.
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Budget Review – Review by Fund
Validate the Budget you have
entered from the input forms is
correct and aggregated by
Department, Program, Fund and
Project.
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Knowledge Check – Budget Review
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Budget Reports

149

Budget Reports in Annual Budgeting Process

USER SET UP
Initial Set Up Process
· User preferences settings
· Setting Variables for End
Users Based on Campus

GLOBAL
FRINGE RATE

FRINGE RATE
CALCULATION

Global Fringe Rate
Push

Fringe Rate Calculation

A) By Position
B) By Fund
C) Push to Departments

A) By position
B) By all Positions

Global Fringe Rates must be set before executing the process of
Fringe Rate Calculation.
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INPUT PROCESSES
Fringe Direct Input
Input Process
Review Process

Non Comp Input

REVIEW PROCESSES
Review Salary Data
Budget Review

Input Process
Review Process

Revenue Input
Input Process
Review Process

Budget Reports

Budget Reports
PlanUW offers seven reports to analyze budget data. All of the reports can be accessed through the Budget Reports tile
and can be retrieved in HTML, PDF, and Excel formats.
There are 8 budget reports. This is the
order in which they will be covered:
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Budget Summary
Expense Budget Report
Budget Review
Salary Review
Summary by Program
Summary by Fund
Summary by Program and Fund
Budget vs Actual

Point of View Change – Before Continuing
As mentioned previously, the user can change the version to
access information in the reports by clicking directly in the POV
section.
If the POV will be changed, users should
remember to always use the Working, Final,
PlanV1, PlanV2, and PlanV3 versions.

Selecting the versions highlighted in red will
only return partial or no information for the
report.
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Budget Summary in HTML Format
The Budget Reports page will open the Budget
Summary tab automatically. The rest of the
available reports are displayed on the following
tabs.

Next, the Point of View should be updated to the
data needed for the report.

From the File Format drop-down, select the
format desired. For this section of the
presentation, select HTML
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Budget Summary in HTML Format

HTML Budget Summary
reports are interactive:
Columns expand or
collapse and the user has
access to expand data to
more granular levels:
(The Year Column
expands to monthly data
by clicking on the drop
down icon)
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Year columns can be
expanded to see
monthly data

Rows Expand or
Collapse

Budget Summary in HTML Format
HTML Reports can also be downloaded. To download the report, scroll down and click on the Export In Query-Ready Mode.
The report will open in Excel. Follow the protocol of your browser to open the downloaded file (For Chrome, the file download
bar shows on the bottom of the screen, etc. )
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Budget Summary in PDF Format
To open a report in PDF format, follow the steps already outlined to access reports. Adjust the POC as necessary, then select
the PDF option from the File Format drop down and the report will display.

Reports can be downloaded
and/or printed!
Since PDF reports can be
downloaded, we will demonstrate
how downloading a PDF reports
appears in Chrome, Firefox, and
Internet Explorer.
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Budget Summary PDF Format in Chrome
To download reports:
1. Click the download icon (the
pop-up Save As will appear)
2. Name the report on the File
Name field
3. Save the file.
* Remember where the file is
saved!

1

2
3

Open the file once downloaded and
it will display in PDF format.
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Budget Summary PDF Format in Firefox
1

To download reports in Firefox:
1. Click the download icon (the
pop-up Save As will appear)
2. Click on Save File.
3. The top right corner of the
browser will display the
download icon. Click on it and
click on the file once the
download completes.

2

3

Open the file once downloaded and
it will display in PDF format.
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3

Budget Summary PDF Format in Internet Explorer
1

3

2
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To download reports:
1. Click the Open option (Save or Save as if desired)
2. Name the report on the File Name field
3. Click on Open

Budget Summary in Excel Format - Chrome
To open a report in Excel format, remember to follow the same steps to access reports. Once a Point of View for the data the
report should contain, select the Excel option from the Version drop-down. This time, the report will download automatically.
Since this is Chrome, the file will display at the bottom of the screen.
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Budget Summary in Excel Format - Chrome
The Excel file is now downloaded and can be
opened.
Remember - When the downloaded file is
opened in Excel, the file loses its
connection to the database. The file,
however, can now be manipulated with
Excel functions. Also remember that the
file is not connected via Smart View.
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Budget Summary in Excel Format – Firefox
To open a report in Excel format using Firefox, remember to follow the same steps to access reports. Once a Point of View for
the data the report should contain, select the Excel option from the Version drop-down.
Unlike Chrome, when Excel is selected in the File
Format option, the “Open with” pop up will display before
downloading the report.
1. Select Excel on the File Format option.
2. Click OK to open the report or select Save File and
then OK to save a version of the report.
3. If Excel does not open automatically with the report,
click the download icon on the top right corner and
click on the file to open the report.

1

3

2
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3

Budget Summary in Excel Format – Internet Explorer
To open a report in Excel format using Firefox, remember to follow the same steps to access reports. Once a Point of View for
the data the report should contain, select the Excel option from the Version drop-down.
In a similar fashion to Firefox, Internet Explorer will open
a “What do you want to do” pop up.
1. Select Excel on the File Format option.
2. Click on Open and the Excel report should open
automatically.

1

2
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Expense Budget Report
To access the Expense Budget report, as mentioned, follow the previous steps described.
Once the form displays, select the Expense Budget Report tab and desired format, as described before.

You can adjust the Point of View depending on the data needed for the report.
This report requires a Department/Version/Project combination.
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Expense Budget Report
Once the report displays, depending on the format, you can now interact with it.
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Budget Review Report
To access the Expense Budget report, as mentioned, follow the previous steps described.
Once the form displays, select the Expense Budget Report tab and desired report format, as described before.

You can adjust the Point of View depending on the data needed for the report.
This report requires a Version/Department/Fund/Program/Project combination.
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Budget Review Report
Once the report displays, depending on the format, you can now interact with it.
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Salary Review Report
To access the Salary Review report, as mentioned, follow the previous steps described.
Once the form displays, select the Salary Review tab and desired file format, as described before.
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Salary Review Report

In this example, the form is displayed under a PDF format. Remember that PDF file formats allow the use
to print the form directly!
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Summary by Program
Like all reports, the Summary by Program report is opened following the same steps.
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Summary by Fund
Like all reports, the Summary by Fund report is opened following the same steps.
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Summary by Program and Fund
Like all reports, the Summary by Program and Fund report is opened following the same steps.
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Budget vs Actual
Like all reports, the Budget and Actual report is opened following the same steps.
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Course Summary
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Completed Course Objectives
In this course, you have been introduced to the UW Planning and Budgeting process and
how to perform budgeting tasks within the PlanUW system.
You have learned about:
The UW Budget Process and Timeline
A review of the PlanUW System
How to complete budgeting tasks in PlanUW
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Course Feedback and Additional Exercises
It would be helpful to get your feedback on the training course as provided so we can look to improve for future
sessions.
•

What worked well?

•

What could be improved?

•

How do you feel we can best support you during the FY20 Budget Process?

Time Pending – we are happy to go through any scenario’s or exercises you’d like to work through.
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